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UMD Strategic Plan Goals

Goal 1. Promote integrated curricular, co-curricular, and living-learning undergraduate experiences that achieve UMD’s student learning goals and prepare students for lifelong learning, globally engaged citizenship, and success in their academic, personal, and professional lives.

Goal 2. Create a positive and inclusive campus climate for all by advancing equity, diversity, and social justice.

Goal 3. Establish UMD as a center of excellence for graduate studies in the Upper Midwest.

Goal 4. Advance UMD’s stature as a major campus for research and creative activities, leveraging our region’s unique natural, human, and cultural resources.

Goal 5. Strengthen ties with Duluth and surrounding communities in an intentional, visible and mutually beneficial partnership.

Goal 6. Utilize UMD’s infrastructure; technologies; and information, human and financial resources to support the campus in a sustainable manner.
UMD Master Plan Principles

1) Establish a clear campus edge on College and Woodland

2) Establish primary campus entries

3) Maintain and strengthen the “Academic Village”

4) Connect the campus to the regional environment

5) Visibly manifest sustainability
UMD Master Plan Goals

Develop a “Focal Point” for the UMD Campus

Create a “Front Door” for the UMD Campus

Make the UMD Campus more “Visible”

“Connect” the UMD Campus to Woodland Avenue

Create a “Pedestrian and Bicycle Friendly” UMD Campus

Connect and “Integrate” UMD Campus into the City of Duluth

Enhance “Visual Quality” of UMD Campus

Establish a UMD Campus “Primary Entry”

Maintain and strengthen the “Academic Village”

Connect the UMD Campus to the “Regional Environment”

Visibly manifest “Sustainability”
City of Duluth Higher Education Small Area Plan Goals

Goal 1. Strengthen single-family neighborhoods through appropriate zoning tools and neighborhood stabilization efforts.

Goal 2. Minimize impacts on single-family neighborhoods from noise, light pollution, and visual impacts of student housing.

Goal 3. Promote mixed-use development and student housing along transit corridors and within walking distance of campus.

Goal 4. Increase use of alternate modes of transportation.

Goal 5. With leadership from The University of Minnesota Duluth and The College of St. Scholastica, integrate the colleges and students into the community.
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Transition Woodland Avenue to a “Mixed-Use - Pedestrian Friendly area... “Within Walking Distance” to campus... p. 6

... mixed-use projects to spur “More Walking” and less driving, use of transit..relative to access to campus p. 33

Maintain a “Unique Sense of Place” while being ”Resourceful” in the ways public dollars are spent. p. 35

“Public Spaces” should be included as part of redevelopment efforts p.6

... part of the solution ”Reducing the Number of Trips” made to campus by car p. 51

Alternative modes such as “Walking, Biking and Transit receive overwhelming support” p. 51

Alternative transportation is often more “Cost Effective” than building bigger roads p. 51

...pedestrian and bicycle “Crossings at Multiple Locations” between St. Marie Street and College Street p.6

Develop “Pedestrian Connections” to and within the shopping centers.... p. 52

Paramount to providing pedestrian access... a new “Main Entrance Along Woodland” as shown in the 2009 campus plan... p. 51
Primary Entries

Secondary Entries

Master Plan Alignment - Entries
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Master Plan Alignment - Parking
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Master Plan Alignment - New Building Locations
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Master Plan Alignment - Ped/Bike Connections
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Master Plan Alignment - Open Space
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Proposed UMD Master Plan - Short Term Plan
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Illustrative View of Campus Monument Sign at W. College St. & Woodland Avenue
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University of Minnesota Duluth
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Illustrative View of Solan Lawn at The Campus Entry Drive
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Illustrative Concept Plan of Campus Entry - Blue Stone Commons
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University of Minnesota Duluth
Duluth, Minnesota
Illustrative View of Campus Entry at Blue Stone Commons
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Proposed UMD Master Plan - Long Range Plan
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